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It appears my rain dances have been answered! Fortunately the island
has had a decent amount of rain/showers over the last few weeks so
grass that had become brown and barren is now livening up with new
green growth and plants that were looking sad and wilting are now
bouncing back into life.  However,  the drought  has taken its  toll  on
some of the less fortunate plant life around the place as many trees
have died and toppled over.

At present I have been making the most of the light winds and dealing to lots of pest plants around
the island, in particular periwinkle and blackberry which is in need of a good reduction. Unfortunately,
I was unable to access a lot of the pest plants growing in the large flax clumps as the paper wasps
have nests for Africa established all across the flax blades. Once the cooler weather finally arrives,
hopefully, the wasps will disappear.

Visitors and Volunteers

• A small, but strong group of volunteers came over on the regular Volunteer Day and assisted
in a variety of tasks, including preparing rabbits for the salting process so they can later be
used as bait for the DOC200’s. As the oi/grey faced petrels are due to return to the island to
breed at the end of March, we cleared lots of the debris from inside the tunnels leading to the
burrows  and  cleaned  up  some of  the  tracks  around the station.  We were  all  pleasantly
surprised to see that some bumblebees had created a nest inside one of the burrows. Since
bumblebees and grey faced petrels are probably not too keen to share a burrow we decided
to partially block the entrance so the birds would not be able to enter but left enough room in
the entrance to let the bees enter and exit. 

• After a pest plant scope around the ski slope, some weed control around the leaky dam and
responding to a previous health and safety incident, the volunteers worked on the all-weather
track, filling new gravel into the staircases and spreading the gravel around on the walking
track, all of which compacted into the ground after we had a shower the next day keeping it
firmly in place. 

• A group from Mangakahia Lions Club came over to the island on an easy Sunday morning and
set off exploring around the ruins for a short period of time before heading back to Onerahi to
end the day with lunch at the Parua Bay Tavern.

• On the first weekend of March another group of Pippins from the Kamo Brownies Club came
over for a tour and learnt about the history of this special little island and the native animals
and reptiles that currently live here. 



• A big thanks to Dave for coming over recently to mow the grass around the volunteer lines.
During the past couple of months the grass had managed to grow slowly but, due to the heat
and lack of rain, there was an extreme fire risk meaning no motorised equipment could be
used until quite recently after localised rain hit the island. 

Flora and Fauna

• It  appears  that  the grumpy Caspian terns have finished their  breeding season on Knight
Island leaving it far less occupied, which would certainly be a relief for the trapper, Hayley,
who ran the risk of  being divebombed every time she checked the traps on that island.
However, since the loss of the Caspian terns, we have gained the royal spoonbills which have
migrated back to the surrounding offshore islands to escape the inevitable cold weather in the
South Island.

Cute little Caspian tern chicks

• Glen is currently nesting again near the cement works ruins - hopefully he will be a good dad
and won’t desert his nest early this time. 

• Meanwhile, on Limestone Island there has been an increase in the number of kingfishers
around. Unfortunately, some of them often get disturbed by us at night when we are out
looking for kiwi. Fernbirds have also been sighted on the ridge down many of the mown
mousebust tracks. And shags are starting to roost on the old sandbarge again.

• As mentioned above, the Oi are due to come back at the
end of this month/start of April so it will be interesting to
see which birds return to the island. The petrel caller has
had a bit of maintenance after finding the battery was
failing to charge. This included changing the solar panels,
doing a little  bit  of  rewiring and clearing some of  the
branches that were overhanging the petrel  station.  So,
hopefully, with the caller now operational we can attract
some more grey faced petrels. 

Trapping

• Trap catch rates on the island have been very low with only a rat being caught in one of our
DOC200’s. Meanwhile, around the smaller off-shore islands plenty of rats and mice have been
caught, together with one stoat.

• I have replaced the wooden gate that was just above the
jetty at the cement works ruins as lots of the wood was
beginning  to  break  off  it  and  the  hinges  had  become
rusted and bent, making it difficult to open and close. It
has been swapped for a newer looking steel gate.



Upcoming Events

• In view of the measures now in place to prevent the spread of the COVID-19 virus, all kiwi
releases have been put on hold. 

• On a lighter note, our volunteer Wednesday will still occur so feel free to join us on 1 April,
meeting at the jetty at 9am and returning by 2pm. 

All the Best
Darren

www.limestoneisland.org.nz


